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Details of Visit:

Author: whoever
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 21 Sep 2013 20:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 350
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.gemsoflondon.co.uk
Phone: 07429959451

The Premises:

A rather large and comfortable basement flat five minutes walk from Paddington station. Although it
was on one of the busy main roads in the area the entrance is away from the road behind walls and
trees so all very discreet and safe..  

The Lady:

Although the photos on the agency site are most certainly of Amelly, they are slightly misleading!!
It's probably been a few years since they were taken and since then Amelly has put on a few inches
and grown a few sizes larger (12-14)and is now in her early thirties. Not unattractive, in fact I
thought she was rather sexy but not as slim or toned or as young as the photos would suggest.  

The Story:

I did enjoy my time with Amelly. OK, so I was slightly disappointed that she wasn't as physically
gorgeous, slim and as young as I was expecting, but she more than made up for this with her
enthusiasm.
Lots of passionate, deep kissing, tongues and sweet lips. GFE and kinky fantasy, toys and fingers.
Her OWO skills were near perfect, slow, gentle and intense. After what must have been an hour of
diverse sexual activity I finally 'popped' one off in her mouth, very pleasing.
Half time kisses, cuddles, conversation and a massage.
Second half of my two hours with Amelly was just as entertaining, concluding in having her legs
over my shoulders whilst I pumped her lubricated bum. She seemed very genuine in her enjoyment
of this and it resulted in a very satisfying orgasm for us both.
All in all a very fun two hours with an enthusiastic, imaginative, passionate and experienced lover.
My only regret is that I hadn't seen her maybe five years ago when she was more like her photos....
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